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WHERE ARE THE CHILDREN NOW?
Mary Higgins Clark & Alafair Burke

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #1

More than four decades since readers first met Nancy Harmon and her children, comes the thrilling sequel to the groundbreaking book that set the stage for future generations of psychological suspense novels. A lawyer turned successful podcaster, Melissa has recently married a man whose first wife died tragically, leaving him and their young daughter, Riley, behind. While Melissa and her brother, Mike, help their mom, Nancy, relocate from Cape Cod to the Hamptons, Melissa’s new stepdaughter goes missing. Drawing on the experience of their own abduction, Melissa and Mike race to find Riley to save her from the trauma they still struggle with — or worse.

Thriller | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

DARK ANGEL
A LETTY DAVENPORT NOVEL
John Sandford

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #4

“A female-forward thriller that makes a strong case that smart, unflinching women should run the world.” —Kirkus Reviews

Letty Davenport’s actions at a gunfight in Texas draw the attention of the U.S. government. The Department of Homeland Security and the NSA have tasked her with infiltrating a hacker group, known only as Ordinary People, that is intent on wreaking havoc. Letty and her partner from the NSA pose as programmers for hire and embark on a road trip to the group’s California headquarters. While the two work to make inroads with Ordinary People and uncover their plans, they begin to suspect that the hackers are not their only enemy. Someone within their own circle may have betrayed them and has ulterior motives that place their mission and their lives in danger.

Thriller | Releases: 4/11/2023 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

GO AS A RIVER
A NOVEL
Shelley Read

EDITOR’S CHOICE #8

“Read delicately unfurls the growing attraction between Torie and Wil, set against vicious bigotry toward Native Americans. Their love is the “small fateful twist” that forever changes the trajectory of Torie’s life. With delicate precision, Read evokes both Colorado’s rugged wilderness and the landscapes of her characters’ troubled hearts. An auspicious debut.” —starred Kirkus Reviews

Victoria Nash is just a teenager in the 1940s, but she runs the household on her family’s peach farm in Iola, Colorado. Wilson Moon is a young drifter, displaced from his tribal land in the Four Corners region. When Victoria encounters Wil, their connection ignites as much passion as danger and as many revelations as secrets. Victoria flees into the harsh wilderness of the nearby mountains when tragedy strikes. Living in a small hut, she struggles to survive, with no clear notion of what her future will be. What happens afterward is her quest to regain all she has lost, even as the Gunnison River rises to submerge her homeland and the only life she has ever known.

General Fiction | Releases: 4/5/2023 | Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.
HOW TO SELL A ❀ HAUNTED HOUSE
Grady Hendrix
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
INDIE NEXT PICK
LIBRARY READS PICK
“The down-home charm of the Charleston family is on point, and the scares are fun and frequent, while the author almost painfully captures sibling dynamics.” — starred, Library Journal

When Louise finds out her parents have died, she dreads going home. She doesn't want to leave her daughter with her ex. She doesn't want to deal with her family home. She doesn't want to learn how to live without the two people who knew and loved her best. Most of all, she doesn't want to deal with her brother, Mark, who never left their hometown, gets fired from one job after another, and resents her success. Unfortunately, she'll need his help to get the house ready for sale because it'll take more than some new paint on the walls to get this place on the market. But some houses don't want to be sold, and their home has other plans for both of them.

Horror | Releases: 4/5/2023 | Available in Basic 5, 6, 7 & 8.

TREAD OF ANGELS ★★★
Rebecca Roanhorse
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
INDIE NEXT PICK
“Roanhorse introduces an epic fantasy with vivid worldbuilding and exciting prose.” — starred, Library Journal
Celeste, a card sharp with a need for justice, takes on the role of advocatus diaboli, to defend her sister Mariel, accused of murdering a Virtue, a member of the ruling class of the mining town of Goetia, booming as prospectors from near and far come to mine the powerful new element Divinity from the high mountains of Colorado with the help of the pariahs of society known as the Fallen. The Fallen are the descendants of demonkind living amongst the Virtues, the winners in an ancient war, with the descendants of both sides choosing to live alongside Abaddon's mountain in this tale of the mythological West from the bestselling mastermind Rebecca Roanhorse.


THE WRITING RETREAT ★★★
A NOVEL
Julia Bartz
LIBRARY READS PICK
Alex has all but given up on becoming a published author when she receives a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity: an exclusive, month-long writing retreat at the estate of horror writer Roza Vallo. When the attendees arrive, they must complete an entire novel from scratch during the next month, and the author of the best one will receive a seven-figure publishing deal. Determined to win this seemingly impossible contest, Alex tries to ignore the strange happenings at the estate, but when one of the writers vanishes during a snowstorm, Alex realizes that something very sinister is afoot. With the clock running out, she's desperate to discover the truth and save herself.

Thriller | Releases: 4/5/2023 | Available in Basic 6, 7 & 8.

DICKENS AND PRINCE
A PARTICULAR KIND OF GENIUS
Nick Hornby
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Hornby's admiration for his subjects is infectious . . . a zesty tribute to two cultural legends not often spoken about in the same breath.” — Publishers Weekly
When Prince’s 1987 record Sign o’ the Times was rereleased in 2020, the album came with dozens of songs that weren't on the original. In awe, Nick Hornby began to wonder, Who else ever produced this much? He soon found his answer in Victorian novelist Charles Dickens, who died more than 100 years before Prince began making music. Examining the two artists' personal tragedies, boundless productivity, and other parallels, Hornby shows how these two men from different centuries “lit up the world.” In the process, he creates a lively rumination on the creativity, discipline, and soul it takes to produce great art.

LOYALTY
Lisa Scottoline
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #3

“Scottoline brings her characters to life, instilling them with wit and intellect as they navigate the corruption of Sicily’s law enforcement.” — Publishers Weekly

Franco Fiorvanti is a lemon grower toiling on the estate of a baron. When the baron asks him to kidnap a boy named Dante, Franco makes a decision that will change the history of Sicily forever. Gaetano Catalano is a member of the Beati Paoli, a secret society of aristocrats who investigate crime in Palermo. Gaetano sets out to find the boy and punish the kidnapper. Meanwhile, Mafalda Pancari is a new mother rejoicing at the birth of her daughter, Lucia, when disaster strikes. And Alfredo D’Antonio is a reclusive goatherd under constant threat of being discovered as a Jew. How the lives of these characters collide makes Loyalty an epic tale of good versus evil.

Historical Fiction | Releases: 4/5/2023
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE TREADSTONE RENDITION
A TREADSTONE NOVEL
Joshua Hood
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR’S CHOICE #4

Adam Hayes has promised his wife that he won’t put his life on the line anymore, and there’s nothing that will make him break it. Well, almost nothing. With America withdrawing from Afghanistan and the Taliban closing in, Abdul Nassir reached out to his old friend. The Afghan is the only eyewitness to a massacre committed by a rogue team of CIA contractors. Not only can he identify the butcher who directed the bloodbath, he also has photographic proof. He’ll only be safe when those pictures are made public. Now, there’s just one man he can trust to get him to safety — Adam Hayes.

Thriller | Releases: 4/5/2023
Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

THE TWFORD CODE
A NOVEL
Janice Hallett

“It's complicated, in the best way, and the reveals over the last section of the book are truly gaspworthy.” — Kirkus Reviews

Forty years ago, Steven “Smithy” Smith found a copy of a famous children’s book by disgraced author Edith Twyford, its margins full of strange markings and annotations. When he showed it to his remedial English teacher Miss Iles, she believed that it was part of a secret code that ran through all of Twyford’s novels. Now, out of prison after a long stretch, Smithy decides to investigate the mystery that has haunted him for decades. But it soon becomes clear that Edith Twyford wasn't just a writer of forgotten children's stories. The Twyford Code holds a great secret, and Smithy may just have the key.


A MOTHER WOULD KNOW
A NOVEL
Amber Garza

“Garza . . . deftly explores family dynamics and mental illness in this twisty, fast-paced mystery.” — Library Journal

Valerie has been forgetting things. Her daughter worries about her being on her own in her big Victorian house, and truth be told, she is a little lonely. With few options, she asks her adult son to move home, but it’s not quite the reunion she hoped for. Hudson is taciturn, moody, and frequently gone. When a young woman is found murdered a block away, suspicion falls on him immediately, without a shred of evidence. While Valerie fights to defend her son, she begins to wonder who she really invited into her home. It’s a horrible thing for a mother to even think . . . but is it possible she’s enabled a monster? A monster she is living with, alone?

THE SOULMATE
A NOVEL
Sally Hepworth
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #7
There’s a cottage on a cliff. Gabe and Pippa’s dream home in a sleepy coastal town. But their perfect house hides something sinister. The tall cliffs have become a popular spot for people to end their lives. Night after night Gabe comes to their rescue, literally talking them off the ledge. Until he doesn’t. When Pippa discovers Gabe knew the victim, the questions spiral . . . Did the victim jump? Was she pushed? And would Gabe, the love of Pippa’s life, her soulmate . . . lie? As the perfect facade of their marriage begins to crack, the deepest and darkest secrets begin to unravel.


FACTORY GIRLS
Michelle Gallen
“This novel is a wonder; the heroine is cheeky, the humor dark, the dialect thick, the sorrow palpable.”
— starred, Library Journal
It’s the summer of 1994, and Maeve Murray has taken a job in a shirt factory. But she’s got to survive a tit-for-tat paramilitary campaign, iron 100 shirts an hour all day every day, and deal with the attentions of Handy Andy Strawbridge, her untrustworthy boss. Then, as the British loyalist marching season raises tensions among the Catholic and Protestant workforce, Maeve realizes something is going on behind the scenes at the factory. What seems to be a great opportunity to earn money turns out to be a crucible in which Maeve faces the test of a lifetime. Seeking justice for herself and her fellow workers may just be Maeve’s one-way ticket out of town.

THE LIPSTICK BUREAU
A NOVEL
Michelle Gable

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Well researched and smartly told, this novel is a must read for World War II buffs and those who like a peek behind the curtain of the role women played in it.” — Library Journal

1944, Rome. Niki Novotná is recruited by a new American spy agency to establish a secret branch in Italy’s capital. She’s tasked with crafting fake stories and distributing propaganda to lower the morale of enemy soldiers. Despite limited resources, Niki and a team of artists, forgers, and others — nicknamed The Lipstick Bureau — find success, forming a bond in the newly liberated city. But her work is also a way to escape her controlling American husband. As the war drags on and the pressure intensifies, Niki begins to question the rules she’s been instructed to follow, and a colleague unexpectedly captures her heart. But one mistake could mean life or death.

ISBN: 9798885788250 | $34.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

THE CIRCUS TRAIN
A NOVEL
Amita Parikh

“[A] multilevel story of friendship, love, and survival spanning the World War II era . . . It is Parikh’s sensitive eye toward the reality of living with polio in the 1930s to 1950s that is the real heart of this romantic tale.” — Library Journal

1938. Lena Papadopoulos has never quite found her place within the circus, even as the daughter of the headlining illusionist, Theo. Lena yearns for the real-world magic of science and medicine. Then her life takes an exciting turn when she rescues Alexandre, an orphan with a mysterious past. As World War II escalates around them, their friendship blossoms into something deeper while Alexandre trains as the illusionist’s apprentice. But when Theo and Alexandre are arrested and made to perform in a town for Jews set up by the Nazis, Lena is separated from everything she knows. Forced to make her own way, Lena must confront her doubts and dare to believe in herself.

ISBN: 9798885788243 | $34.99 U.S.
Historical Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF AN ORDINARY MAN
A MEMOIR
Paul Newman

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

“Raw reflections from a movie icon . . . a revealing memoir of a life marked by pain, grief, and regret . . . Intimate reflections on an extraordinary life steeped in sadness.” — Kirkus Reviews

In 1986, Paul Newman and screenwriter Stewart Stern began a project to compile an oral history, to have Newman’s family and friends talk about the actor’s life. And then Newman would give his side of the story. The only stipulation was that anyone who spoke on the record had to be completely honest. The result is an extraordinary memoir, culled from thousands of pages of transcripts. Perhaps the most moving material in the book centers around his relationship with Joanne Woodward — their love for each other, his dependence on her, and the way she shaped him.

ISBN: 9798885787796 | $34.99 U.S.
Biography | Releases: 4/5/2023

FATTY FATTY BOOM BOOM
A MEMOIR OF FOOD, FAT, AND FAMILY
Rabia Chaudry

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“My entire life I have been less fat and more fat, but never not fat.” At once a love letter to fresh roti, chaat, chicken biryani, ghee, pakoras, shorba, parathay and an often hilarious dissection of life in a Muslim immigrant family, Fatty Fatty Boom Boom is also a searingly honest portrait of a woman grappling with a body that gets the job done but that refuses to meet the expectations of others. Chaudry’s memoir offers readers a relatable and powerful voice on the controversial topic of body image, one that dispenses with the politics and gets to what every woman who has ever struggled with weight will relate to.

Biography | Releases: 4/5/2023
FOLLOW ME TO HELL
MCNELLY’S TEXAS RANGERS AND THE RISE OF FRONTIER JUSTICE
Tom Clavin
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
In 1870s Texas, Ranger Leander McNelly led his men in one campaign after another, throwing dangerous criminals into jail or six feet under. They would stop at nothing in pursuit of justice, even sending 26 Rangers across the border to retrieve stolen cattle, taking on Mexican troops with nothing but their Sharps rifles and six-guns. The nation came to call them “McNelly’s Rangers.” Set against the backdrop of 200 years of Texas Rangers history, this page-turner takes readers into the life along the Texas border that was tamed by a courageous captain and his team of fearless men.

History/Historical | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

THE SWEDISH ART OF AGING EXUBERANTLY
LIFE WISDOM FROM SOMEONE WHO WILL (PROBABLY) DIE BEFORE YOU
Margareta Magnusson
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
The Swedish Art of Aging Exuberantly shows readers how to prepare for and understand the process of growing older and the joys and sorrows it can bring. Magnusson’s ultimate message is that we should not live in fear of death but rather focus on appreciating beauty, connecting with our loved ones, and enjoying our time together. Wise, funny, and practical, The Swedish Art of Aging Exuberantly is a gentle reminder that, no matter your age, there are always fresh discoveries ahead, and pleasures both new and familiar to be encountered every day.


WONDERDOG
THE SCIENCE OF DOGS AND THEIR UNIQUE FRIENDSHIP WITH HUMANS
Jules Howard
“A solid study on man's best friend that can be enjoyed by the casual reader or the historian alike, with an exceptional balance of entertainment and educational value.” — Library Journal
What do dogs know and understand of the world? Do their emotions feel like our own? Do they love like we do? What do they think of us? Author and zoologist Jules Howard takes a look at the many scientists before him who turned their analytic eye on their four-legged companions. Leagues of psychologists and animal behaviourists have built upon the study of dogs and have fetched increasingly important results. Wonderdog reveals the study of dogs to be key in the advancement of compassion in scientific research, and crucial to making life on Earth better for all species.

Nonfiction | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Nonfiction 3.
WHAT HAVE WE DONE

A NOVEL

Alex Finlay

Twenty-five years ago, Jenna, Donnie, and Nico were the best of friends, having forged a bond through the abuse and neglect they endured as residents of Savior House, a group home for parentless teens. When the home was shut down, the three were split up. Though the trauma of their childhood has never left them, each went on to live accomplished lives. They haven't seen one another since they were teens but now are reunited for a single haunting reason: someone is trying to kill them. To survive, the group will have to revisit the nightmares of their childhoods. It's a reunion none of them asked for or wanted. But it may be the only way to save all their lives.

Thriller | Releases: 4/19/2023

THE LAST INVITATION

DARBY KANE

"Skillfully interwoven chapters told from the viewpoints of Gabby, Jessa, and others keep the suspense level high." — Publishers Weekly

Over the last few years, prominent people have died in a series of accidents and suicides. There's no apparent connection, no signs of foul play. Behind it all is a group of women, the Sophie Foundation, who meet to review files of men who behave very, very badly, and then mete out justice. Jessa Hall soon realizes just how far she's willing to go and how dangerous this game has become. She has nowhere to turn except former friend Gabby Fielding who is investigating the mysterious death of her ex-husband. Aligned in their goal to take down the Foundation, Gabby and Jessa need each other, but working together doesn't mean that either will survive to tell the truth.

ISBN: 9798885788151 | $34.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases: 4/19/2023

BLACKWATER FALLS

A THRILLER

Blackwater Falls Series

Ausma Zehanat Khan

"Readers who enjoy a meatier mystery that grapples with contemporary themes, along the lines of a James Lee Burke thriller, will find much to admire." — Library Journal

Girls from immigrant communities have been disappearing for months in the Colorado town of Blackwater Falls. The calls for justice become too loud to ignore when the body of star student and refugee Razan Elkader is positioned deliberately in a mosque. Detective Inaya Rahman and Lieutenant Waqas Seif of the Denver Police are recruited to solve Razan’s murder. But as Inaya gets closer to the truth, Seif finds ways to obstruct the investigation. Inaya turns to attorney Areesha Adams and Detective Catalina Hernandez for help. Now they must work together to expose the conspiracy behind the murders before another girl disappears.

ISBN: 9798885788106 | $34.99 U.S.
Thriller | Releases: 4/19/2023
SO SHALL YOU REAP ★★★
A Commissario Guido Brunetti Mystery
Donna Leon

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“The rich backdrop of Venice complements the well-designed plot. Leon shows no signs of losing steam.”
— Publishers Weekly

Guido Brunetti and Paola are up late when a call from Ispettore Vianello arrives, alerting the Commissario that a hand has been seen in one of Venice’s canals. The body is soon found, and Brunetti is assigned to investigate the murder of a Sri Lankan immigrant. As the investigation expands, Brunetti, Vianello, Commissario Griffoni, and Signorina Elettra each assemble pieces of a puzzle that appear to have little in common. Until Brunetti stumbles over something that causes him to reflect on Italian politics and history and on the accidents that sometimes lead to revelation.


A SONG FOR THE DARK TIMES ★★★
An Inspector Rebus Novel
Ian Rankin

“As the two plots converge, the various credible, complex backstories coalesce into a highly satisfying and unified whole. This fresh entry boasts the kind of storytelling that made Rankin famous.”
— Publishers Weekly

When his daughter Samantha calls in the dead of night, John Rebus knows it’s not good news. Her husband has been missing for two days. Rebus fears the worst – and knows from his lifetime in the police that his daughter will be the prime suspect. He wasn’t the best father — the job always came first — but now his daughter needs him more than ever. But is he going as a father or a detective? As he leaves at dawn to drive to the windswept coast — and a small town with big secrets — he wonders whether this might be the first time in his life where the truth is the one thing he doesn’t want to find.

ISBN: 9798885787864 | $34.99 U.S.

CITY UNDER ONE ROOF ★★★
A NOVEL
Iris Yamashita

INDIE NEXT PICK

“The claustrophobic atmosphere in this unique one-building town, isolated by tunnels, weather, and secrets, builds a memorable debut crime novel.”
— starred, Library Journal

When a local teenager discovers a severed hand and foot washed up on the shore of the small town of Point Mettier, Alaska, Cara Kennedy is on the case. A detective from Anchorage, she has her own motives for investigating the possible murder. Cara teams up with Point Mettier police officer Joe Barkowski, but before long the investigation is upended by fearsome gang members from a nearby native village. Haunted by her past, Cara soon discovers that everyone in this town has something to hide. Will she be able to unravel their secrets before she unravels?

JOEY GREEN has returned to Beaufort, South Carolina, to look after his father, who is succumbing to dementia. Marshall Green's short-term memory has all but evaporated, but his oldest memories are more vivid than ever. His mind keeps slipping backwards in time, retreating into long-ago yesterdays of growing up in Beaufort. At first this seems like a blessing, but Joey grows increasingly anxious as his father’s hallucinatory arguments with figures from his youth begin to hint at deadly secrets. Resurfacing from decades past are mysteries that still have the power to change everything Joey thought he knew. Especially when a new murder brings the police to his door.


SHOWSTOPPER
A Detective Peter Diamond Mystery
Peter Lovesey

"The twisting plot keeps the story entertaining . . . Lovesey makes the violence clear but does not place it front and center." — Library Journal

In the six years since the start of the hit British TV show Swift, there have been multiple injuries by fall, fire, or drowning; two deaths; and two missing persons cases. Now that the filming has moved to Bath, Peter Diamond, Chief of the Avon and Somerset Murder Squad, is on the case. While the investigation into one fatal accident is underway, a cameraman goes missing. How can so many things go wrong on one set in such a short time? Complicating matters is the fact that Diamond may be forced to retire if he can’t solve the case. Will this be the end for Peter Diamond?


THE SPANISH CAPE MYSTERY
Ellery Queen

“One of his best — a first class problem in deduction, and a carefully built year of blackmailing par excellence.” — Kirkus Reviews

The Godfrey family is vacationing on the North Atlantic seaboard. One dusky evening, Rosa and her uncle David get into an argument about her secretive romance with one of their guests, John Marco. That's when a man with a .38 revolver emerges from the twilight. When Ellery Queen arrives, looking forward to a summer getaway on the coast, he realizes his trip will be no walk on the beach. Rescuing Rosa, he discovers her captor mistook David for John and struck the former down instead. But Ellery has more work to do when Rosa's shady sweetheart is found dead. There are plenty of guests and members of the household who might have wanted John dead, but who did it?

THE MYSTERY OF ALBERT E. FINCH
A Victorian Bookclub Mystery
Callie Hutton

"Cozy fans will have fun." — Publishers Weekly

Bath, England, 1892. Mystery author Lady Amy Lovell is set to tie the knot with Lord William Wethington, but on the eve of the ceremony, the festive air is marred by Mrs. Alice Finch’s argument with her husband, Albert. The next morning, Alice falls face-first into her breakfast — dead. The detectives charge Albert with the murder, but there are too many things that don't add up. If Amy and William can't catch the killer, not only is their newlywed bliss under threat, but they may not live to see happily-ever-after at all.

Cozy Mystery | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

CRIMES AND COVERS
A Magical Bookshop Mystery • Book 5
Amanda Flower

“A charming combination of mystery and magic.” — Kirkus Reviews

Christmas is coming to Cascade Springs, and so is the long-awaited wedding of Charming Books proprietor Violet Waverly and police chief David Rainwater. But the reception becomes memorable for all the wrong reasons when a woman's body floats by on the Niagara River. Violet is shocked to recognize the deceased as a woman who visited Charming Books two days before, toting a rare first edition of Henry David Thoreau's Walden. Now she's dead, and a message scrawled on her palm reads, “They stole my book.” With Emerson the tuxedo cat and Faulkner the crow, Violet sets out to recover the book by solving a murder most transcendental.

Cozy Mystery | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

TEA & TREACHERY
A Tea by the Sea Mystery
Vicki Delany

“Fans of culinary cozies will be sure to come back for more.” — Publishers Weekly

As the proprietor and head pastry chef of Tea by the Sea, a tearoom on the bluffs of Cape Cod, Lily Roberts has her hands full. But nothing keeps her busier than steering her sassy grandmother, Rose, away from trouble. Rose operates the B & B adjacent to Lily's tea shop . . . for now. Real estate developer Jack Ford is pushing to rezone nearby land, with an eye toward building a sprawling golf resort, which would drive Rose and Lily out of business. Things get sticky when Ford is found dead at the foot of Rose’s property and the police think she had something to do with it. Now, it’s down to Lily to uncover the real killer.

Cozy Mystery | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

STATUE OF LIMITATIONS
A Goddess of Greene St. Mystery
Kate Collins

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

After her divorce, Athena returned to Michigan to work in her family's garden center and raise her son. One night, Athena is startled by a stranger who claims to be the rightful owner of a valuable statue her grandfather purchased at an estate sale. But she has even bigger problems on her plate. The powerful Talbot family from whom her pappous bought the statue is threatening to raze the shops on Greene Street's “Little Greece” to make way for a condo. The recent death of the family's patriarch already seemed suspicious, but now it's clear that a murderer is in their midst.

Cozy Mystery | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 4.
OFF

BLACK VOICES

I

36 hardcover titles each year for about $891.

HALF AMERICAN

THE EPIC STORY OF AFRICAN AMERICANS FIGHTING WWII AT HOME AND ABROAD

Matthew F. Delmont

“While books have been written on the experiences of individual units and soldiers, this one takes a unique approach, making it one of the best and first truly comprehensive books on the subject.” — starred, Library Journal

Over one million Black men and women served in World War II, performing unheralded but vital support jobs, only to be denied housing and educational opportunities on their return home. Without their crucial contributions to the war effort, the United States could not have won the war. And yet the stories of these Black veterans have long been ignored. In a time when the questions World War II raised regarding race and democracy in America remain troublingly relevant and still unanswered, this meticulously researched retelling makes for urgently necessary reading.


History/Historical | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Black Voices 3 & 4.

BLUE LIKE ME

Trevor Finnegan • Book 2

Aaron Philip Clark

“When books have been written on the experiences of individual units and soldiers, this one takes a unique approach, making it one of the best and first truly comprehensive books on the subject.” — starred, Library Journal

When former detective Trevor “Finn” Finnegan became a PI, he adopted a new mandate: catch the LAPD’s worst in the act. While on surveillance, Finn tails two potentially dirty cops: Detective Martin Riley and Finn’s ex-partner, Detective Sally Munoz. Things take a deadly turn when an assailant executes Riley and wounds Munoz. Munoz needs Finn to help find Riley’s killer but doing so could blow his cover. Finn’s reluctance ends when an ex-LAPD detective is murdered. To prevent more bloodshed, Finn and Munoz will have to bury their past, trust each other, and come face-to-face with secrets that could destroy them both.


Suspense | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Black Voices 2, 3 & 4.

LOVE, HONOR, BETRAY

Mary Monroe

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Hubert Wiggins thought he and his secret lover, Leroy, could continue seeing each other on the down-low. But when Leroy’s ex-wife moves back in with him, a heartbroken Hubert is driven to distraction trying to keep Jessie in the dark and quell his mounting jealousy. Jessie believes the struggles between her and Hubert will be worth it if she can connive Leroy to finally consummate their marriage. But her frustration soon has her trying a new lover who is unexpectedly dangerous. When their only choice pits them and their suspicions against each other, Jessie and Hubert’s next move will either bury their deceits for good — or reveal the one truth they can’t escape.

General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Black Voices 2, 3 & 4.

IN IT TO WIN IT

Sharon C. Cooper

“With plenty of physical humor, hijinks, and heart, this is a fun, steamy second-chance romance that builds on the world Cooper began with Business Not As Usual.” — Library Journal

Morgan Redford’s new venture won’t fail like her professional cuddling service or pet hotel. This time, through the nonprofit she cofounded, Morgan is helping teens who are aging out of foster care, and she’s got her eye on a property that could house them. When real estate developer Drake Faulkner learns that his ex is a potential buyer, his competitive streak amps up. Potential buyers must participate in an Ironman competition of sorts for the property, but as the games force them to face the past, they are met with a pull that feels all too familiar. If only they could keep their eyes on the prize instead of on each other, but who’s to say they can’t do both?

Contemporary Romance | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Black Voices 4.
SOFTCOVER ROMANCE AND WOMEN’S FICTION

GEORGIE, ALL ALONG
Kate Clayborn

INDIE NEXT PICK
“Told from alternating viewpoints, this tender and sexy contemporary romance from Clayborn also features strong friendships and will appeal to fans of Emily Henry.” — starred, Library Journal

When an unexpected upheaval sends her away from her job in L.A. and back to her hometown, Georgie Mulcahy must confront her own wants and needs. She comes across a “friendfic” diary she wrote as a teenager, filled with possibilities she once imagined. To Georgie, the diary’s simple ideas are a guidebook for getting started on a new path. Georgie's plans hit a snag when she comes face to face with Levi Fanning, onetime town troublemaker and current town hermit. As the two make their way through her wishlist, Georgie begins to realize that what she truly wants might be right by her side — if only they can both find a way to let go of the pasts that hold them back.

Women’s Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

FLORENCE ADLER SWIMS FOREVER
Rachel Beanland

“Readers of Emma Straub and Curtis Sittenfeld will devour this richly drawn debut family saga based on the story of an ancestor of the author’s.” — Library Journal

Atlantic City, 1934. Every summer, Esther and Joseph Adler rent their house to vacationers and move into the apartment above their bakery, where they raised their two daughters, Fannie and Florence. Now, Florence has returned from college, and Fannie, pregnant again after recently losing a baby, is on bedrest. After Joseph insists they take in a mysterious young woman he helped emigrate from Nazi Germany, the apartment is bursting at the seams. When tragedy strikes, Esther pulls the family into a web of lies, bringing long-buried tensions to the surface that reveal how quickly protecting those we love can turn into betrayal.

Historical Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

PICKING UP THE PIECES
Amanda Prowse

As Nora and her husband, Gordy, leave Cyprus for England, she can't shake a feeling of regret at her failure to follow her own dreams. Her marriage has been her only permanent relationship, and just as even that appears to be fizzling out, a tragedy forces Nora into the role of legal guardian to her seven-year-old nephew, Ted. As she navigates the unfamiliar world of parenthood, Nora begins to see herself through Ted's eyes, as someone worthy of love and even joy. When she's welcomed into the huddle of mums at the school gate, she has to wonder: is it too late to smash down the other barriers she's built and to have a second chance at a happy marriage with Gordy?

Women’s Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023
UGLY LOVE
A NOVEL
Colleen Hoover

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

"Hoover builds a terrific new-adult world here with two people growing in their careers and discovering mature love." — starred, Booklist

When Tate Collins meets airline pilot Miles Archer, she doesn't think it's love at first sight. The only thing Tate and Miles have in common is an undeniable mutual attraction. Once their desires are out in the open, they realize they have the perfect set-up. He doesn't want love, she doesn't have time for love, so that just leaves the sex. Their arrangement could be surprisingly seamless, as long as Tate can stick to the only two rules Miles has for her. Never ask about the past. Don't expect a future. They think they can handle it but realize almost immediately they can't. Hearts get infiltrated. Promises get broken. Rules get shattered. Love gets ugly.

Contemporary Romance | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

THE FOREVER FAMILY
Harbor Cove • Book 2
Shirley Jump

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Emma Monroe is the family wild child. She's never stayed with anything for long, and she likes it that way. Except lately, her freedom has seemed like a burden. Maybe that's why a yoga retreat in Las Vegas leads to a spur-of-the-moment decision to marry Luke Carter, a man she's met exactly three times. The next morning, Emma sneaks back home to Harbor Cove. It shouldn't be difficult to annul their hours-long marriage, except Emma's new husband arrives to convince her to give their marriage a chance. Can Emma envision a future where her biggest adventures come not from running away but from staying and risking it all on love?

Contemporary Romance | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Romance 4.

A CHANCE INHERITANCE
Carolyn Brown

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Upon inheriting their grandmother’s home and family bait shop, cousins Lanie, Jodi, and Becky Cornell return to Catfish, Texas, looking for a fresh start. Turns out living as roommates in Granny Lizzie's tiny house and running the Catfish Fisherman's Hut isn't at all like the idyllic summers they spent as children on the banks of the Red River. But Lizzie's death has set in motion a chain of events that will cause a new generation of Cornell women to come together. And thanks to this chance inheritance, some local fishermen, and the love of their grandmother, the Cornell cousins discover that sometimes an ending is really the beginning of a happily ever after.

Contemporary Romance | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Romance 3 & 4.
THE WEIGHT OF AIR
Kimberly Duffy

Isabella Moreau, America’s most feted aerialist, has given everything to the circus. But age and injury now threaten her security, and Isabella, stalked by old fears, makes a choice that risks everything. Then her daughter Mabel appears alongside the man who never wanted to see Isabella again, and she is forced to face the truth of where, and in what, she derives her worth. As Mabel and Isabella’s lives become entangled beneath the glittering lights and flying trapeze of Madison Square Garden, their resiliency and resolve are tested as they learn the truth of what it means to be strong.


A MARK OF GRACE
Secrets of the Canyon • Book 3
Kimberley Woodhouse

“This series send-off is packed with fun and intrigue.” — Publishers Weekly

Ruth Anniston survived an injury that left her scarred. Now, she finds herself working as a kitchen and dining room supervisor at the El Tovar Hotel, with little hope of finding love. When money begins to disappear from the hotel, Ruth’s entire livelihood is put at risk. Frank Henderson has at last succeeded in obtaining his dream job as head chef at the El Tovar. But competition in the kitchen is fierce, and one mistake could cost him his future. As tensions run high, Ruth and Frank must work together to save the El Tovar. They find themselves growing closer, but can their combined ingenuity overcome the odds against them?


PRETTY LITTLE PIECES
Carmen Schober

“Schober excels at depicting Georgina’s growth as a person and how her relationship with Cassidy deepens her connection with God.” — Publishers Weekly

Ambitious influencer Georgina Havoc and her designer boyfriend plan to merge their styles into their new home renovation show. But their relationship falls apart when he blindsides her with a “pause.” Forced to convince the network to take a chance on her as a solo star, Georgina takes on the task of renovating a cottage in Tarragon, Tennessee. But a surprise drop-in from her twin sister makes things extra messy. The unexpected presence of Cassidy Stokes also threatens to bring all the walls that she’s built crashing down. As she puts the pieces of her previously perfect life back together, will Georgina retreat to the familiar or boldly embrace a new design?

REMEMBER ME
Pictures of the Heart
Tracie Peterson

Addie Bryant is haunted by her past. After her beau, Isaac Hanson, left the Yukon, she made a vow to wait for him. When she’s sold to a brothel owner after the death of her father, Addie manages to escape. Years later, Addie has found peace in her new life as a photographer. During the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Expo in Seattle, Addie is reunited with Isaac, but after the path her life has taken, she’s afraid to expose the ugliness of her former life and move toward the future they had pledged to each other. When her past catches up with her, Addie must decide whether to run or to face her wounds in order to embrace her future.

ISBN: 9798885787604 | $34.99 U.S.

DAUGHTER OF EDEN
EVE’S STORY
Jill Eileen Smith

The first time she opens her eyes, Eve gazes on one whose beauty nearly blinds her, whose breath is in her lungs. Her Creator takes her hand and gives her to another like her and yet different. Together, she and Adam experience pure joy as they explore Eden. Her favorite moments are when the Creator comes to walk with them. Then, through one act of disobedience, Eve finds that her world is no longer a friendly place. With remorse in her heart, she must face the unknown future. Perhaps worst of all is the loss of trust, not only with her Creator but also with the man who shares her life. How will they ever survive out of Eden?


WORD OF HONOR
Love and Honor • Book 2
Hallee Bridgeman

“The intrigue-filled plot will hook readers, and Christians will appreciate Lynda’s learning to trust God through difficult times.” — Publishers Weekly

FBI Special Agent Lynda Culter is investigating an ecoterrorist organization when she and her partner are taken captive and he’s murdered before her very eyes. The only person who can identify the key players, Lynda gets assigned to a joint operation in Istanbul to take the organization down. As a woman in a Muslim country, she’ll find it easier to move around undetected with a fake husband. Unfortunately, the one assigned to play the role is none other than Army weapons specialist Bill Sanders, who crushed her heart in college. Protecting Lynda becomes Bill’s primary focus, but love long buried has a way of resurfacing.

THE SOUND OF LIGHT

Sarah Sundin

“Sundin grounds this suspenseful tale in rich historical detail, weaving throughout probing questions of faith as characters struggle to behave in moral, godly ways, especially when it entails risking one’s life for a stranger.” — Publishers Weekly

Copenhagen, 1940. When the Germans march into Denmark, Baron Henrik Ahlefeldt exchanges his nobility for anonymity so he can secretly row messages for the Danish Resistance. American physicist Dr. Else Jensen refuses to leave Copenhagen and makes the dangerous decision to print resistance newspapers. She also becomes intrigued by the shipyard worker living in the same boardinghouse. Henrik makes every effort to conceal his upbringing, but he is torn between the façade he must maintain and the woman he is beginning to fall in love with. When the Occupation cracks down, these two passionate people will discover if there is more power in speech or in silence.


ASHES

Christopher de Vinck

Belgium, July 1939. Simone Lyon is the daughter of Belgian national hero General Joseph Lyon. Her best friend, Hava Daniels, is the daughter of a devout Jewish family. Despite growing up in different worlds, they are inseparable. But when, in the spring of 1940, Nazi planes and tanks begin bombing Brussels, Hava and Simone find themselves caught in the advancing onslaught and are forced to flee. The two teenage girls will see their innocence fall against the backdrop of a war dictating that theirs was a friendship that should never have been.


THE MYSTERIOUS AMISH NANNY
Patrice Lewis
When car failure stalls Englischer Ruth Wengerd’s impulsive cross-country trip, she doesn’t expect to be rescued by a horse and buggy — or to suddenly become a nanny for widower Adam Chupp’s son. Helping the sweet family reminds Ruth of her Amish upbringing and the shameful secret she’s hiding. But when the temporary job begins to feel permanent, can she face up to her past for a future she left once before?

Christian Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

THEIR PRETEND COURTSHIP
The Amish of New Hope • Book 4
Carrie Lighte
Eliza Keim has no interest in getting married. But with her stepfather pressuring her to court, Eliza begrudgingly agrees to walk out with blueberry farmer Jonas Kanagy. She has no idea his true intention is only to protect his brother from getting his heart broken. Yet making their in-name-only courtship look real is surprisingly easy. Might this practical arrangement end up backfiring in the best possible way?

Christian Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

HER FORGOTTEN LIFE
Maggie K. Black
Gunshot victim Sara Kilpatrick has no memory of her life before she ended up in an Amish farmhouse — or why someone’s trying to kill her. But when clues lead to her own gravestone, Sara discovers a deadly conspiracy — and a husband and baby she doesn’t remember. And uncovering the truth could cost her everything — including the family she just found.

Christian Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023
IN FARM’S WAY
Farm to Table Mysteries • Book 3
Amanda Flower

“Moving from Hollywood to a Michigan farm involves a dutiful daughter in murder. An adorable pug and characters you can invest in enliven a very cherry-centric mystery.” — Kirkus Reviews

Shiloh Bellamy expects the winter months to be busy with repairs, spring planning, and networking with local businesses. She might even be able to broker a new partnership with Fields Brewery and its organic brewer’s association. Well, she could if the owner, Wallace, wasn’t found murdered at the county Ice Fishing Derby. Once again, Shiloh gets tangled up in the investigation when the police ignore an entire crop of suspects to blame one of her friends. She’ll have to dig deep to find the truth and reel in a killer. But with Bellamy Farm still struggling, will her dream farm be the next thing floating belly up?

Cozy Mystery | Releases: 4/19/2023

IRISH KNIT MURDER
A Knit & Nibble Mystery • Book 9
Peggy Ehrhart

The Listers have been part of Arborville society for generations — though 70-something Isobel Lister doesn’t fit the role of upper-crust heiress. She’s always been a colorful character, and her fun-loving spirit is on display at the senior center celebration as she performs some beloved Irish songs. But just minutes later, her body is found backstage. It’s hard to imagine who’d target such a harmless eccentric, but Pamela’s on the case, and that means for the killer, the jig will soon be up.

Cozy Mystery | Releases: 4/19/2023

MISS NEWBURY’S LIST
Megan Walker

“Walker’s latest sparkles with sweet romantic moments as Rose defies societal and familiar expectations in the name of love.” — Publishers Weekly

England, 1820. Rosalind Newbury is counting down the days until her wedding to the Duke of Marlow. She only has three weeks, and she knows exactly how she wants to spend her days. As a child, Ros created a list of 10 things to do before her wedding day. So far, she has done none of them. She enlists the help of her best friend, Liza, who brings along her cousin, Charlie. The more time they spend together, the more Ros falls in love with Charlie and his good heart. With the wedding looming, Ros must decide to either admit her romantic feelings for Charlie and risk her family’s future or keep her promise to marry the duke and start a new life as a noblewoman.

Regency Romance | Releases: 4/19/2023
TEXARKANA
A Perley Gates Western • Book 6
William W. Johnstone and J. A. Johnstone

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
At first, the job sounds easy: lead a small herd of horses across the Arkansas–Texas border to the Double-D ranch near Texarkana. Perley Gates is looking forward to the 150-mile journey with his old sidekick Possum Smith and young Sonny Rice. Unfortunately, a trio of horse thieves take one look at Possum, Sonny, and Perley and decide they’re three very easy targets. So begins one hell of a showdown. On one side are the forces of evil, with Spade Devlin gunning for blood. On the other side are a few good men, a town under siege — and a merciless angel of vengeance named Perley Gates.

Western | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Hardcover Westerns 1, 2, 3 & 4.

THE WINTERING PLACE
A NOVEL
Kevin McCarthy


Dakota Territory, 1867. The O’Driscoll brothers have survived a Sioux massacre, but Michael is gravely wounded. The deserters are fleeing north with Tom’s lover, Sara, when they come upon a sheltering rock by a river down off the Bozeman trail. But their attempts to find food and endure the savage winter are threatened by the arrival of two trappers, whose presence sets in motion a series of bloody events that will mark the trio as outlaws, hunted by the Montana Vigilance Committee. The rock and the river become their safe place, and when spring comes, their paradise. But the world seeks its way to them, and even in paradise human nature makes its own trouble.

Western | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Hardcover Westerns 3 & 4.

RALPH COMPTON STAGECOACH REVENGE
The Gunfighter Series
D. B. Pulliam

Jasper Duncan needs to continue his hunt for the outlaw Alec Casey, who murdered Jasper’s father. He’s learned Casey has a base of operations in the Stanislaus woods and he’s determined to find it. An unexpected solution presents itself: a job transporting three passengers and “dangerous cargo.” When Jasper finds out the cargo is actually a handcuffed Slip Casey, he’s elated. Slip insists he’s not a killer like his brother, but Alec will surely come to his rescue, offering Jasper his best chance for revenge. But can Jasper really trust Slip? And will they survive the journey?

Western | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Hardcover Westerns 2, 3 & 4.

DOWNRIVER SOUTH
A RIDGE PARKMAN WESTERN
Greg Hunt

The Civil War has ended at last, and Marshal Ridge Parkman is looking forward to visiting his family in Missouri. But no sooner has he settled in than fate drops a mission in front of him that he can hardly ignore. The next thing he knows, he’s on a steamboat to track a father–son team who are fleeing with stolen money and who seem to enjoy leaving behind the corpses of murdered women wherever they go. It isn’t until Parkman catches up to his prey in the city of Natchez that he realizes he faces a criminal enterprise that controls the more wicked and wide-open part of the city, known for decades as “Natchez Under the Hill.”

Western | Releases: 4/19/2023
Available in Hardcover Westerns 4.
**SETTLING HIS HASH**  
A Chuckwagon Trail Western • Book 5  
**William W. Johnstone and J. A. Johnstone**  

*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS*  
Mac Mackenzie is heeding his heart’s call to return to Texas. Lucky for him, a group of cowboys need someone who knows their way around a chuckwagon. Their previous cook ended up in jail. Otis Bradley knows he’s no gourmet, but that’s no excuse for his fellow cattlemen to leave him behind bars. He still earned his share of the payroll for his time on the trail, and after befriending outlaw Stack Ketchum, Otis has a gang of gunfighters ready to dish out some revenge. But Otis and Ketchum’s badmen haven’t reckoned with the likes of Mac, a man who will settle their hash raw and bloody.  

Western | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Softcover Westerns 1, 2 & 3.

---

**HELL WEST OF THE PECOS**  
A CLASSIC WESTERN  
**V. J. Rose**  

After the Civil War, rancher and muleskinner Dudford Washburn returns to San Antonio to find that his wife has divorced him. Determined to make enough money to win her back, he comes up with a scheme to herd longhorns across the wilds of West Texas to sell them to the army posts in New Mexico. It’s so dangerous, the only cowhands he can find are green-under-the-collar boys who don’t know any better. To round out his ramshackle crew, Dud is forced to take along his feuding relatives. Everyone else believes they are about to embark on a suicide mission through hell, but Dud is convinced fortune awaits at the end of the trail.  

Western | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Softcover Westerns 2 & 3.

---

**THE BALLAD OF BLACK POWDER**  
**Michael Nethercott**  

1883, Wyoming Territory. The death of Ida Sawbridge is mourned by her cousin George Gault. Learning that Ida died after drinking an elixir sold by a traveling theater troupe, Gault goes on a blood ride to track down the troupe and exact vengeance. Among Gault’s posse is Alworth Nevins, a young Easterner who abandoned his Yale education to explore the West. Alworth has no interest in vengeance. Rather, he secretly hopes to protect a certain member of the troupe: Two Robes, a young Lakota Sioux woman. The paths of the various bands move toward a deadly convergence outside the town of Black Powder. There, a final reckoning will determine the fates of all involved.  

Western | Releases: 4/19/2023 | Available in Softcover Westerns 3.
THE IT GIRL
Ruth Ware
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
April Clarke-Cliveden was the first person Hannah Jones met at Oxford. Together, they developed a group of inseparable friends during their first term. By the end of the second, April was dead. Now, a decade later, Hannah is expecting her first child, and the man convicted of killing April, John Neville, has died in prison. Relieved to have finally put the past behind her, Hannah’s world is rocked when a journalist presents new evidence that Neville may have been innocent. As Hannah reconnects with old friends and delves deeper into the mystery of April’s death, she realizes that the friends she thought she knew all have something to hide . . . including a murder.

Thriller | Releases: 4/12/2023

THE CANDY HOUSE
Jennifer Egan
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
A PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING AUTHOR
A NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Bix Bouton is 40, with four kids, restless, desperate for a new idea, when he stumbles into a conversation group, mostly Columbia professors, one of whom is experimenting with downloading or “externalizing” memory. It’s 2010. Within a decade, Bix’s new technology, “Own Your Unconscious” - that allows you access to every memory you’ve ever had, and to share every memory in exchange for access to the memories of others — has seduced multitudes. But not everyone. In spellbinding interlocking narratives, Egan spins out the consequences of Own Your Unconscious through the lives of multiple characters whose paths intersect over several decades.

General Fiction | Releases: 4/12/2023

THE INVISIBLE LIFE OF ADDIE LARUE
V. E. Schwab
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever — and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of AddieLaRue and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name.

Fantasy | Releases: 4/12/2023

THE LADY’S MINE
Francine Rivers
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
A CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
1875. When Kathryn Walsh arrives in Calvada, a mining town in the Sierra Nevadas, falling in love is the farthest thing from her mind. Moved by the oppression of the local miners and their families, Kathryn finds herself in the middle of a maelstrom, pitted against Calvada’s most powerful men. Matthias Beck, owner of a local saloon and hotel, has a special interest in the new lady in town. He instantly recognizes C. T. Walsh’s same tenacity in the beautiful and outspoken redhead. When the handsome hotelier keeps finding himself on the same side of the issues as Miss Walsh, Matthias’ search for purpose becomes all about answering the call of his heart.

Christian Romance | Releases: 4/12/2023
NIC BLAKE AND THE REMARKABLES
THE MANIFESTOR PROPHECY
Angie Thomas
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

It’s not easy being a Remarkable in the Unremarkable world. Some things are cool — like getting a pet hellhound for your 12th birthday. Others, not so much — like not being trusted to learn magic because you might use it to take revenge on an annoying neighbor. All Nic Blake wants is to be a powerful Manifestor like her dad. But before she has a chance to convince him to teach her the gift, a series of shocking revelations and terrifying events launch Nic and two friends on a hunt for a powerful magic tool she’s never heard of . . . to save her father from imprisonment for a crime she refuses to believe he committed.

Juvenile Adventure | Releases: 4/19/2023

TWO DEGREES
Alan Gratz
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOKIRKUS REVIEWS

“Gratz plunges his middle schoolers into desperate, life-threatening straits in three wildly dangerous scenarios . . . delivered with wrenching, dramatic urgency.” — Kirkus Reviews

Akira is riding her horse in the California woods when a wildfire sparks and grows scarily fast. How can she make it to safety when there are flames everywhere? Owen and his best friend, George, are used to seeing polar bears on the snowy Canadian tundra. But when one bear gets too close for comfort, do the boys have any chance of surviving? Natalie hunkers down at home as a hurricane barrels toward Miami. When the floodwaters crash into her house, Natalie is dragged out into the storm with nowhere to hide. Akira, Owen, George, and Natalie are all swept up in the devastating effects of climate change. They are also connected in ways that will shock them — and could alter their destinies forever.

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

MAIZY CHEN’S LAST CHANCE
Lisa Yee

“A moving, engrossing story of a girl’s transformative change and strengthened sense of belonging.” — Kirkus Reviews

Maizy has never been to Last Chance, Minnesota . . . until now. Her mom’s plan is just to stay for a couple weeks, until her grandfather gets better. But plans change, and as Maizy spends more time in Last Chance and at the Golden Palace — the restaurant that’s been in her family for generations — she makes some discoveries. But the more Maizy discovers, the more questions she has. Like, why are her mom and her grandmother always fighting? Who are the people in the photographs on the office wall? And when she discovers that a beloved family treasure has gone missing — and someone has left a racist note — Maizy decides it’s time to find the answers.

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023
**Lotus Bloom and the Afro Revolution**

Sherri Winston

“Lots for readers to discuss about racism, activism, school policies, school inequities, bullying, and standing up for what you believe in.” — School Library Journal

Lotus Bloom just wants to express herself — with her violin, her retro style, and her fabulous hair. This year, Lotus is taking her talent and spirit to a new school of the arts. But Lotus’ best friend, Rebel, thinks Lotus should stay at their school. Why should this fancy new school get all the funding and pull the brightest kids out? Rebel wants Lotus to help her protest, but Lotus isn’t sure. If she’s going to be in the spotlight, she’d rather it be for her music. Then, when boys throw paper airplanes into Lotus’s afro, Lotus finds herself in trouble for a dress code violation. Should she stay quiet and risk her beloved hair or risk everything to fight back?

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

**Chain of Thorns**

The Last Hours • Book 3

Cassandra Clare

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Cordelia Carstairs has seen her father murdered; her plans to become parabatai with her best friend, Lucie, destroyed; and her marriage to James Herondale crumble before her eyes. Even worse, she is now bound to an ancient demon, stripping her of her power as a Shadowhunter. After fleeing to Paris, Cordelia hopes to forget her sorrows. But reality intrudes when news comes from home: London is under new threat by the Prince of Hell, Belial. If Cordelia and her friends are going to save their city and their families, they will have to muster their courage, swallow their pride, and trust one another again. For if they fail, they may lose everything — even their souls.

Young Adult Fantasy | Releases: 4/5/2023

**Amari and the Great Game**

Supernatural Investigations • Book 2

B. B. Alston

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
INDIE NEXT PICK

“Fans of the first book will jump at the opportunity to immerse themselves once again in the delights and surprises of this magical world, filled with equal parts wonder and suspense.” — School Library Journal

Amari Peters is convinced her first summer as a Junior Agent will be a breeze. But between the new Head Minister’s strict anti-magician agenda, fierce Junior Agent rivalries, and her brother Quinton’s curse steadily worsening, Amari’s plate is full. So when the League of Magicians offers her a chance as its new leader, she declines. But her refusal sparks the start of the Great Game, a competition to decide who will become the Night Brothers’ successor and determine the future of magiciankind. The Great Game is both mysterious and deadly, but among the winner’s magical rewards is Quinton’s last hope, so how can Amari refuse?

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

**We Are Not Free**

Traci Chee

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“This is a compelling and transformative story of a tragic period in American history. Written from the 14 young people’s intertwining points of view, each . . . voice is powerful, evoking raw emotions of fear, anger, resentment, uncertainty, grief, pride, and love.” — starred, Kirkus Reviews

Fourteen teens who have grown up together in Japantown, San Francisco. Fourteen teens who form a community and a family, as interconnected as they are conflicted. Fourteen teens whose lives are turned upside down when over 100,000 people of Japanese ancestry are removed from their homes and forced into desolate incarceration camps. In a world that seems determined to hate them, these young Nisei must rally together as racism and injustice threaten to pull them apart.

Young Adult General Fiction | Releases: 4/5/2023
A THOUSAND STEPS INTO NIGHT  
Traci Chee

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

“Chee once again creates a lush fantasy world that revolves around a girl discovering her own power . . . [and] never takes the path that’s expected.” — starred, School Library Journal

In the realm of Awara, where gods, monsters, and humans exist side by side, Miuko is an ordinary girl resigned to a safe, if uneventful, existence as an innkeeper’s daughter. But when Miuko is cursed and begins to transform into a demon with a deadly touch, she embarks on a quest to reverse the curse and return to her normal life. Aided by a thieving magpie spirit and continuously thwarted by a demon prince, Miuko must outfox tricksters, escape demon hunters, and negotiate with feral gods. With her transformation comes power and freedom she never dreamed of, and she'll have to decide if saving her soul is worth trying to cram herself back into an ordinary life that no longer fits her, and perhaps never did.

Young Adult Fantasy | Releases: 4/19/2023

THE LIFE AND CRIMES OF HOODIE ROSEN  
Isaac Blum

“Funny, smart, moving, courageous, and so timely it almost hurts.” — starred, Kirkus Reviews

Hoodie Rosen's Orthodox Jewish community has just picked up and moved to the mostly non-Jewish town of Tregaron. The people of Tregaron aren't happy that so many Orthodox Jews are moving in at once, but that's not Hoodie's problem. That is, until he meets and falls for Anna-Marie Diaz-O'Leary — who happens to be the daughter of the obstinate mayor trying to keep Hoodie's community out of the town. And things only get more complicated when Tregaron is struck by a series of antisemitic crimes that escalate to deadly violence. As his community turns on him for siding with the enemy, Hoodie finds himself caught between his first love and the only world he's ever known.

Young Adult General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

ATTACK OF THE BLACK RECTANGLES  
Amy Sarig King

INDIE NEXT PICK

“A striking book on censorship; a must-have in all middle grade classroom and school libraries.” — starred, School Library Journal

When Mac first opens his classroom copy of Jane Yolen's The Devil's Arithmetic and finds some words blacked out, he thinks it must be a mistake. But then when he and his friends discover what the missing words are, he's outraged. Someone is trying to prevent kids from reading the full story. But who? Even though his dad tells him to not get so emotional about a book, Mac has been raised by his mom and grandad to call out things that are wrong. He and his friends head to the principal's office to protest the censorship, but her response doesn't take them seriously. So many adults want Mac to keep his words to himself. Mac's about to see the power of letting them out.

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023
A BIT OF EARTH
Karuna Raizi
Growing up in Pakistan, Maria Latif has been bounced between reluctant relatives for as long as she can remember — first because of her parents’ constant travel, and then because of their deaths. When old friends of her parents offer to “give her a better life” in the United States, Maria is shipped across the world. When Maria arrives on Long Island, things are not quite what she was expecting. Mr. Clayborne has left on a business trip, Mrs. Clayborne seems emotionally fraught, and inexplicable things keep happening in the house. And then Maria finds a locked gate to an off-limits garden. She decides to investigate and discovers something she never thought she’d find: a place where she feels at home.

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

THE MANY MEANINGS OF MEILAN ★
Andrea Wang
“Wang’s middle grade debut is a vibrant exploration of family and identity . . . Meilan’s story should be on library shelves everywhere.” — starred, School Library Journal
Meilan Hua’s world is made up of her family’s beloved matriarch, Nai Nai; the bakery her parents, aunts, and uncles own and run in Boston’s Chinatown; and her favorite Chinese fairy tales. After Nai Nai passes, Meilan, her parents, and her grandfather search for a new home in Redbud, Ohio. Everything in Redbud is the opposite of Chinatown, and Meilan’s not quite sure who she is. Sometimes she is Mist, cooling and invisible; other times she’s Basket, carrying her parents’ hopes and dreams; and occasionally she is bright Blue, the way she feels around her new friend Logan. Meilan keeps her facets separate until an injustice at school shows her the power of bringing her many selves together.

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023

WAYS TO SHARE JOY
A Ryan Hart Story • Book 3
Renée Watson
“New York Times bestselling author
“ways to share joy” — Kirkus Reviews
Ryan Hart is caught in the middle. She has an older brother and a new baby sister, and she’s in a friendship tug-of-war with two friends who both want to be her best friend. How can Ryan think about being kind to a classmate who is relentless with his teasing? Or be her signature sunny self when her brother, Ray, pulls the ultimate prank? But even when it seems like nothing is going her way, Ryan still looks for a way to see the bright side of things, refusing to let anything steal her joy, and finding ways to share it with everyone she meets.

Juvenile General Fiction | Releases: 4/19/2023
### EDITOR'S CHOICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN13</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>List Price</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Sub-Genre</th>
<th>Opt. #</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9781432894818</td>
<td>Clark, Mary Higgins &amp; Alafair Burke</td>
<td>Where Are the Children Now?</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4/19/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9798885782807</td>
<td>Scottoline, Lisa</td>
<td>Loyalty</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4/5/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9798885782814</td>
<td>Sandford, John</td>
<td>Dark Angel</td>
<td>$38.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4/11/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9798885782838</td>
<td>Hood, Joshua</td>
<td>Robert Ludlum's The Treadstone Rendition</td>
<td>$38.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4/5/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9798885787130</td>
<td>Hepworth, Sally</td>
<td>The Soulmate</td>
<td>$38.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Thriller</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4/5/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9798885787765</td>
<td>Read, Shelley</td>
<td>Go as a River</td>
<td>$36.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4/5/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9798885787789</td>
<td>Leon, Donna</td>
<td>So Shall You Reap</td>
<td>$37.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
<td></td>
<td>4/5/23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9798885787543</td>
<td>Johnstone, William W. and J. A. Johnstone</td>
<td>Texarkana</td>
<td>$31.99</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Western</td>
<td></td>
<td>4/19/23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SIMPLY LIES
David Baldacci

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Former detective and single mom Mickey Gibson works for a global investigation company. After getting a call from a colleague, Arlene Robinson, asking her to visit the home of a notorious arms dealer, Mickey discovers the body of a man. It turns out that the arms dealer did not exist, and nobody has heard of Arlene Robinson. Mickey was tricked; now the cops were involved. The body was Thomas Lancaster, who’d been in Witness Protection and had links with the mob. Now begins a cat-and-mouse showdown between hardened ex-cop, Mickey, and a woman with sociopathic tendencies. For Mickey to stop her, she must discover her true identity.

ISBN: 9781538750629 | $32.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Thriller | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

THE WHITE LADY
Jacqueline Winspear

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

An ex-spy, Elinor, known as “Miss White,” lives in a village in rural England. But the town’s residents do not know how dangerous Elinor’s war work had been, or that their mysterious neighbor is haunted by her past. Susie, the child of a young farmworker, Jim Mackie and his wife, breaks through Miss White’s icy demeanor. Jim has something in common with Elinor. He, too, is desperate to escape his past. When the powerful Mackie crime family demands a return of their prodigal son for an important job, Elinor assumes the task of protecting her neighbors. In her quest to uncover the truth behind the family’s pursuit of Jim, Elinor sets out on a treacherous path, one that leads to her freedom.

History/Historical | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

THINGS I WISH I TOLD MY MOTHER

Susan Patterson and Susan DiLallo with James Patterson

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

A mother and daughter unpack a lifetime’s secrets while on vacation in Paris. Every daughter has her own distinctive voice, style, and secrets. Laurie Ormson is an artist, a collector of experiences. She travels the world with a worn beige duffel bag. Every mother has her own distinctive voice, style, and secrets. Laurie’s mother is the famous “Dr. Liz.” An elegant perfectionist, she travels the world with a matched set of suitcases. When Laurie invites her mother on a trip to Paris and Norway, she sees an unexpected sparkle in her mother’s eyes.

ISBN: 9780316531054 | $29.00 U.S. | Softcover
Women’s Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

HOMECOMING

Kate Morton

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Christmas Eve, 1959: A small town becomes embroiled in a shocking murder case in South Australia when a delivery man makes a terrible discovery. Years later and far away, Jess is a journalist in search of a story. Having lived and worked in London, she is now laid off. A phone call summons her back to Sydney, where her grandmother, Nora, has suffered a fall and been raced to the hospital. At Nora's house, Jess discovers a book that chronicles the police investigation into a long-ago crime: the Turner Family Tragedy of Christmas Eve, 1959. Jess finds a shocking connection between her family and the murder.

Women’s Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.
**TWO WARS AND A WEDDING**  
A NOVEL  
Lauren Willig  

*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  

*September 1896:* An archaeologist, Betsy Hayes travels to Greece to break into the male-dominated field of excavation. There, she finds an ally in Charles, Baron de Robecourt, one of the few men who takes her academic passion seriously. When a conflict between Greece and Turkey erupts into warfare, Betsy throws herself into the conflict as a nurse.  

*June, 1898:* Betsy has sworn off war nursing, but gets the word that her estranged friend Ava is headed to Cuba with the Red during the Spanish-American War. Betsy decides to go in her place. She follows Teddy Roosevelt’s Rough Riders to the heart of the fighting, where she is forced to confront her greatest fears to save both old friends and new.  

Women’s Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023  
Available in Distribution 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

---

**THE GOLDEN DOVES**  
A NOVEL  
Martha Hall Kelly  

*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  

American Josie Anderson and Parisian Arlette LaRue are thrilled to work in the French resistance, stealing Nazi secrets. Known as the Golden Doves, renowned across France and hunted by the Gestapo, they are arrested and taken to the Ravensbrück concentration camp, along with their loved ones. A Nazi doctor does unspeakable things to Josie’s mother, a celebrated Jewish singer. Arlette’s son is stolen from her. A decade later, Josie is working for U.S. Army intelligence and accepts an assignment to hunt down the doctor, while a mysterious man tells Arlette he may have found her son. The Golden Doves embark on a quest across Europe and French Guiana to secure justice and protect the ones they love.  

ISBN: 9780593678367 | $31.00 U.S. | Softcover  
Historical Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023  
Available in Distribution 6, 7 & Deluxe.

---

**EARTH’S THE RIGHT PLACE FOR LOVE**  
A NOVEL  
Elizabeth Berg  

*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  

Nola McCollum is the most desirable girl in Arthur’s class, and he is thrilled when they become friends. Arthur wants more than friendship, but Nola has a crush on Arthur’s older brother, who is busy pursuing his own love interest and avoiding the boys’ father, a war veteran with a drinking problem and a penchant for starting fights. When a tragedy rocks the family’s world, Arthur struggles to come to terms with his grief. In the end, it is nature that helps him to understand how to go on and create a life of forgiveness and empathy. But what can he do about Nola, who seems confused about what she wants in life, and only half aware of the one who loves her most?  

ISBN: 9780593678527 | $29.00 U.S. | Softcover  
Women’s Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023  
Available in Distribution 7 & Deluxe.

---

**SPARE**  
THE DUKE OF SUSSEX, PRINCE HARRY  

*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*  

It was one of the most searing images of the 20th century: two young boys, two princes, walking behind their mother’s coffin as the world watched in sorrow — and horror. As Diana, Princess of Wales, was laid to rest, billions wondered what the princes must be thinking and feeling — and how their lives would play out from that point on. For Harry, this is that story at last. With its raw, unflinching honesty, Harry’s memoir is full of insight, revelation, self-examination, and hard-won wisdom about the eternal power of love over grief.  

ISBN: 9780593677865 | $38.00 U.S. | Softcover  
Autobiography | Releases: 4/29/2023  
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
### THE TRACKERS

**Charles Frazier**  
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*

On January 28, 1742, a ramshackle vessel washed up on the coast of Brazil. Inside were 30 emaciated men, survivors of the Wager, a British vessel that had left England in 1740. The ship wrecked on an island near Patagonia, leaving the men marooned, facing starvation. They built a flimsy craft and sailed for more than a 100 days, traversing nearly 3,000 miles. They were greeted as heroes. Months later, another decrepit craft landed on the coast of Chile and contained three castaways who told a story of 30 sailors who were mutineers. The Admiralty convened a court martial to determine who was telling the truth, and who would hang.

**ISBN:** 9780063297784  |  **$31.99 U.S. | Softcover**  
**History/Historical | Releases: 4/29/2023**  
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

### CITY OF DREAMS

**Don Winslow**  
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR*

On the losing side of an East Coast crime war, Danny Ryan is on the run. The Mafia, the cops, and the FBI want him dead or in prison. With his little boy, his elderly father, and the remnants of his crew, he flees to California. The Feds track him down and want Danny to do them a favor that could make him a fortune or kill him. When Hollywood starts shooting a film based on his life, Danny demands a piece of the action and begins to rebuild his criminal empire. He falls in love with a movie star who has a dark past of her own. As their worlds collide in an explosion that could destroy them both, Danny must fight for his life in a city where dreams are born. Or where they go to die.

**ISBN:** 9780062851277  |  **$31.99 U.S. | Softcover**  
**Mystery | Releases: 4/29/2023**  
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

### DOUBLE OR NOTHING

**Kim Sherwood**  
*A Double O Novel • Book 1*

007 has been captured, perhaps even killed, by a sinister private military company. His whereabouts are unknown. Meet the new generation of spies: Johanna Harwood, 003. Joseph Dryden, 004. Sid Bashir, 009. They represent the very best and brightest of MI6. Supremely skilled, ruthless, with a license to kill, they will do anything to protect their country. Tech billionaire Sir Bertram Paradise claims he can reverse the climate crisis and save the planet. But can he really? The new spies must uncover the truth, because the future of humanity hangs in the balance. Time is running out.

**ISBN:** 9780063297180  |  **$30.99 U.S. | Softcover**  
**Adventure/Suspense | Releases: 4/29/2023**  
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
CURSED BREAD
Sophie Mackintosh

Reeling in the aftermath of the deadliest war the world had ever seen, the small town of Pont-Saint-Esprit collectively lost its mind. Some historians believe the mysterious illness and violent hallucinations were caused by spoiled bread; others claim it was the result of covert government testing on the local population. In that town lived a woman named Elodie, the baker’s wife: a plain, unremarkable person who yearned to transcend her dull existence. When a charismatic new couple arrives in town, an ambassador and his sharp-toothed wife, Elodie is drawn into their orbit. Thus begins a dangerous game of cat and mouse, but who is the predator and on whom do they prey?

ISBN: 9780593678244 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
History/Historical | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

SYMPHONY OF SECRETS
Brendan Slocumb

Bern Hendricks, an expert on 20th-century composer Frederick Delaney, is approached by Mallory Roberts, a board member of the Delaney Foundation. Mallory, a descendant of Delaney, asks for Bern’s help authenticating a newly discovered piece. In 1920s Manhattan, Josephine Reed lives on the streets and frequents jazz clubs when she meets the struggling musician Fred Delaney. She’s a prodigy and becomes Delaney’s silent partner. In the present day, Bern and his tech-savvy acquaintance Eboni uncover clues that indicate Delaney may have had help in composing work. Caught in the crosshairs of an organization who wants to keep the secret hidden, Bern and Eboni endeavor to right history’s wrongs.

ISBN: 9780593678343 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Historical Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

HELLO BEAUTIFUL
Ann Napolitano

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

William Waters grew up in a house silenced by tragedy, where his parents could hardly bear to look at him, much less love him. When he meets Julia Padavano in his freshman year of college, it’s as if the world has lit up around him. Julia and her sisters are inseparable: Sylvie is happiest with her nose in a book; Cecelia is a free-spirited artist; and Emeline takes care of them all. Then darkness from William’s past surfaces, jeopardizing Julia’s carefully laid plans for their future and the sisters’ devotion to one another. The result is a catastrophic family rift that changes their lives for generations. Will the loyalty that once rooted them be strong enough to draw them back together when it matters most?

ISBN: 9780593682937 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Women’s Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

LIFE IN FIVE SENSES
Gretchen Rubin

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

For more than a decade, Gretchen Rubin studied happiness and human nature. A visit to her eye doctor made her realize she’d been overlooking a key element of happiness: her five senses. This epiphany lifted her from a state of preoccupation into a world rediscovered by seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching. In this journey of self-experimentation, Rubin explores the mysteries and joys of the senses as a path to a happier, more mindful life. Drawing on cutting-edge science, philosophy, literature, and her own efforts to practice what she learns, she investigates the power of tuning in to the physical world.

ISBN: 9780593743904 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Self-Help | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
COMMUNITY BOARD
A NOVEL
Tara Conklin

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Darcy Clipper, nearly 30, has returned home to Murbridge, Massachusetts, after her life takes an unwelcome turn. Murbridge will welcome her home and provide a safe space in which she can nurse her wounds. But Murbridge has changed. And while Darcy’s first instinct might be to hole herself up in her childhood bedroom, it is human nature to do two things: seek out meaningful human connection and respond to anonymous internet postings. As Murbridge begins to take shape around Darcy, both online and in person, Darcy will consider the most fundamental of American questions: What can she ask of her community? And what does she owe it in return?

General Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

WISDOM OF THE BULLFROG
LEADERSHIP MADE SIMPLE
William H. McRaven

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
The title “Bullfrog” is given to the Navy SEAL who has served the longest on active duty. Admiral McRaven received this honor in 2011 when he took charge of the United States Special Operations Command. When McRaven retired in 2014, he had 37 years as a Navy SEAL under his belt. Over four decades of service, Admiral McRaven dealt with every conceivable leadership challenge, from commanding combat operations, including the capture of Saddam Hussein, the rescue of Captain Phillips, and the raid for Osama bin Laden. Here, McRaven provides readers with the most important leadership lessons he has learned over the course of his years of service.

ISBN: 9781538710241 | $26.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Self-Help | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE LAKESIDE SUPPER CLUB
A NOVEL
J. Ryan Stradal

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Mariel’s husband Ned is having an identity crisis, her restaurant is bleeding money, and her mother Florence is refusing to leave the church where she’s been holed up. The Lakeside Supper Club has been in her family for decades. When Mariel inherited the restaurant, skipping Florence, it created a rift that never healed. Ned is also an heir, to a chain of home-style diners. While he doesn’t have a head for business, he knows his family’s chain could provide a better future than his wife’s restaurant. In the aftermath of tragedy, Ned and Mariel lose almost everything. Can one fractured family find a way to rebuild, and will the Lakeside Supper Club be their salvation?

ISBN: 9780593676677 | $29.00 U.S. | Softcover
General Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

CORONATION YEAR
A NOVEL
Jennifer Robson

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Edie Howard, owner of the Blue Lion hotel, has found a miracle: on Coronation Day, Queen Elizabeth will pass by the hotel, allowing Edie to charge a fortune for rooms and save her home. Stella Donati, an Italian photographer and Holocaust survivor, lives at the Blue Lion. At her new position at Picture Weekly magazine, she discovers her purpose. James Geddes, a war hero and artist, struggles to make his mark in a world that disdains his Indian ancestry. At the Blue Lion, he feels welcome and worthy. His friendship with Edie deepens, but something is amiss at his new home. When threats focused on Coronation Day, the Blue Lion, and the queen disrupt their optimistic mood, Edie and her friends must uncover the truth and save their home.

Historical Fiction | Releases: 4/29/2023
Available in Distribution Deluxe.
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